Champions board meeting minute’s 26th march 2018

Attendees; Ashleigh, Jordan, Demi, James, Sean, Sean, Sean, Swara, Lynn, Hannah, Katelynn, Emma,
Steven, Megan
Cost; £27.34
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Arrival to welfare hall, meet and greeting new people
Jordan and Lynn began cooking pasta and garlic bread for everyone to eat.
Ashleigh and demi began playing a sweetie game with the young people, when the
person choose a random skittle they answer the corresponding question to the colour.
This gave us their views of what they like about the group and also what could be
improved.
Ashleigh asked all the young people to carry out the survey that she made throughout
the week, they enjoyed doing this in a team but writing down their own answers.
Everyone sat around the table to eat and talk about how they would like the group to
look going forward and how to promote it.
Jordan numbered everyone into three different groups with one of us in each to gather
the views of the young people around the group and what we do next. This included at
school, the CEYP wider community, social media, outings and what they see for the
group.
The groups formed into one and discussed this further.
While some members took time to clean up and gather everything we had done.
We played a coordination game with the young people
We played a game of Uno.
We locked up and Everyone went home.

The main outcomes from the group were that the young people wanted to take on a bigger
responsibility within the group which has been allocated in the week after. They also want for the
group to be more often, perhaps on a weekly basis.
All attachments bellow are what the young people produced at the group and immediately after
due to the discussions had.

